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Presidents Post

By Debra A. Lopez, CRA, FAHRA

As I prepare to lead my final board meeting and preside over
our 38th annual meeting that will be held in Washington, DC, I
feel as though I have come full circle. It was a mere 20 years
ago that I attended my very first AHRA meeting and it hap-
pened to be in Washington, DC! I was a new manager, and
knew no one else that would be there, but that didn’t stop me,
as I had a lot to learn. I met two other women in the airport on
the way to the hotel shuttle. We quickly became conference
buddies and enjoyed the conference, as well as a little sight
seeing together. I was in awe at the quality of the program, the
expertise and wisdom my more seasoned peers willingly
shared, and how welcome everyone made me feel. I have
attended all but one annual meeting since that first one, and I
am always amazed at how a great meeting becomes even bet-
ter each year. Most of you know that these meetings don’t just
happen. The meetings are great because our members are
great! It takes many, many volunteers to maintain the quality
of our programs and educational materials. Magic is made
when our design teams, committees, authors, roundtable lead-
ers, speakers, proctors, Education Foundation supporters, and
both the AHRA and AHRAEF boards work together with our
excellent AHRA staff in making our organization the strong
and relevant one that it is.

The achievements of an organization are the results of the
combined effort of each individual.
- Vince Lombardi

It is not easy being an imaging leader in this time of healthcare
reform and in an overall tough economy. Despite spending
many more than eight hours on the job each day, you still
manage to find time to serve your fellow imaging leaders by

your contributions. My heartfelt thanks go out to each and
every one of you for making AHRA such a vibrant and mean-
ingful organization.

I would like to thank the AHRA Board of Directors as well as the
AHRA staff not only for the fabulous work they do, but also for
their support and the wisdom they have shared with me. My
thanks also to the many AHRA leaders for their faith in me, and
for the encouragement they gave me to continue to serve our
members: Brenda, Gordon, Roland, Sheila, Robbie, Jeff, Jay, and
Penny, among others. I will treasure this experience, but, even
more so, I will treasure the wonderful AHRA friendships I have
made over the years.

My work, however, is not done. I will continue to serve you as
past-president. We are already putting together an important
strategic planning session for the AHRA boards that will occur
in September. It is time to once again look at where our organi-
zation is in relation to current conditions and trends. Is it time
to reshape our organization? Reshaping is not abandoning the
basic character of our organization, but intelligently adapting
to new and continuously changing realities. It involves refea-
turing member benefits; eliminating those that are less impor-
tant, and even beefing up those our members find of higher
value. One thing I am sure of: AHRA will continue to be a trust-
ed source for imaging and leadership content, and a place
where we can network with each other as peers. We will con-
tinue to be the association of choice for imaging leaders,
because YOU are our members!

For those of you able to attend the annual meeting, I wish you
safe travels and I look forward to seeing you in our nation’s

Full Circle
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Regulatory Review

By AHRA Staff

capital in just a few days. For those unable to make it in person,
please remember you can “virtually” join us via the Annual
Meeting Blog at ahra2010.wordpress.com.

Our last, but certainly not least, featured staff member is Suzee
Slatton!

Suzee Slatton

AHRA Department: Accounting Coordinator

Hometown: Topsfield, MA

Family: I live in Marlborough with my youngest son who just
turned 18 (sob, sob), two Pekingese dogs, and four ferrets. I

also have 2 grown sons, a granddaughter, and another grand-
baby due this month.

Background: I started doing accounting back when I was only
10 years old. My father owned a drugstore and my grandmoth-
er took care of his books. When she took ill, she showed me
what I needed to do to take over for her (mostly “you put that
here, and you put that there” and that’s what I did). After high
school, I attended North Shore Community College in Beverly,
MA and I learned why I “put that there” and I’ve been working
in the field in some way or another ever since and loving it!

Interests:Walking, reading, RuneScape (online mrpg), motor-
cycles, body art, crafts, needlework, and spending time with
my children, pets, and granddaughter.

Regulatory Review: Special Annual Meeting Edition

As part of the Advanced Management track at the Annual
Meeting in August, Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. and Jessica L.
Gustafson, Esq. of The Health Law Partners, P.C. in Southfield,
MI will present “Recent Developments and Key Legal Issues
Impacting Radiology Practices.“ (See http://www.ahraonline.
org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=AnnualMeetingWednesday for
more infomation.)

This presentation will address recent developments and key
legal issues impacting radiology practices. The presentation
will outline recent developments in federal laws and regula-
tions impacting radiology practices, of which all radiology
practices should be mindful. These developments include
updates to the Federal Stark law; regulations contained in the
Medicare physician fee schedule impacting radiology practices;
and proposed regulations, which also may impact radiology
practices. Radiology practices also must be cognizant of the
legal implications of joint ventures, which will also be dis-
cussed. The speakers will also address the latest developments
and enforcement trends regarding corporate practice of medi-
cine doctrine, as well as an overview of the Medicare Recovery
Audit Contractor (RAC) program. By 2010, this Medicare audit-
ing program will be operational nationwide. Further, there are
other general compliance concerns of which all healthcare
providers must be aware, such as documentation, coding, and
billing. The presentation also will set forth proactive compli-
ance strategies that providers can implement.

Link recently spoke to presenters Adrienne Dresevic and
Jessica L. Gustafson to get a feel for what attendees can expect
from the presentation.

Link:What inspired you to present on this topic?

Adrienne Dresevic and Jessica L. Gustafson: This has been a
year of many changes in the healthcare regulatory environ-

ment. Specifically, given all of the changes to healthcare law as
part of the healthcare reform legislation passed this year (eg,
changes to the In-Office Ancillary Services Exception of the
Federal Stark law, expansion to the False Claims Act, etc) and
given the increased auditing activity all providers and suppliers
are confronting, developing an understanding of key legal
issues have never been more important. We believe that
understanding the key legal issues impacting radiology prac-
tices is of the utmost importance during this age of increased
regulatory scrutiny.
L:Why is your topic relevant to our members?

AD & JLG:We believe this topic, outlining recent develop-
ments in the law and key legal issues impacting radiology
practices, will be of significant interest to AHRA membership.
The presentation will discuss many of the recent changes in
the law and the impact that these changes will have on radiol-
ogy practices. The presentation will provide practical tips for
compliance with healthcare laws and regulations.

L: How might your presentation impact an attendee’s job
and/or organization?

AD & JLG: After attending the presentation, it is our hope that
radiology practices will have a renewed focus on healthcare
compliance. The presentation will provide practical tips that
radiology practices can adopt and implement for purposes of
compliance with health care laws and regulations. For exam-
ple, the presentation will provide information and tips regard-
ing the Federal Stark law and its recent changes, the Anti-
Kickback statute (as amended as part of the healthcare reform
law), other key legal issues, and a description of recent
Medicare, Medicaid, and other third party payor auditing activ-
ity and compliance tips.

L:What 5 words would you use to describe your presentation?
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AD & JLG: Practical, timely tips to enhance compliance.

L: How can attendees prepare for your session in order to get
the most out of it?

AD & JLG: No formal preparation is necessary for this presenta-
tion. However, attendees may wish to consider any questions
they may have about healthcare law as issues arise in their
respective practices. This will be an opportunity to ask those
questions and receive answers.

L:What do you think attendees will be most surprised to learn
from your presentation?

AD & JLG: Attendees may be surprised to learn that some of
the auditors conducting healthcare audits are compensated on
a contingency-fee basis.

L: If attendees were to remember one thing about your presen-
tation, what would you most like it to be?

AD & JLG: It is our hope that attendees take away from our
presentation the importance of compliance in today’s highly
regulated healthcare environment. A renewed focus on com-
pliance can help a radiology practice withstand governmental
scrutiny, should it occur.

Education Foundation

Run (or Don’t!) for Health

Lately we have been encouraging you to start your 2010
Annual Meeting off on the right foot by getting your exercise
with running in the first annual Run for Health. While that may
be great for some, it may be intimidating for others. The
Education Foundation Run for Health is an all inclusive event
for runners, joggers, walkers, and rollers alike! For this reason,
we are now calling it the Run/Walk for Health.

If you don’t like the idea of running for anything, let alone
health, please rest assured the Run/Walk for Health will fit your
need for exercise and mental stimulation, but at your own
pace. Grab a cup of coffee and a friend and walk the grounds

of the beautiful Gaylord National Convention Center. You will
be glad you did!

Run/Walk for Health Details
Location: Gaylord National Bus Loop
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2010
Start: 7:00 AM
Cost: $25 (100% of the proceeds support AHRA Education
Foundation programs)

*Please note T-shirt sizes are limited and cannot be guaranteed

By AHRA Staff

CRA

Seeking Nominations for RACC Members

The Radiology Administration Certification Commission (RACC)
is accepting nominations for the role of commissioner. The
RACC is the governing body of the Certified Radiology
Administrator (CRA) program.

There are 2 commissioner seats to be filled on the RACC.
Elected commission members will serve a term of 3 years. New
commissioners will be determined by tabulated votes from the
upcoming election.

Any CRA in good standing is eligible for this position. Only
CRAs are eligible to nominate or vote in the upcoming elec-
tion.

Nominations must include:
-- nominee’s name
-- nominee’s telephone number and email
-- reason for making the nomination
-- name and contact information of the CRA making the nomi-
nation

Because nominations can only come from current CRAs,
anonymous nominations can not be accepted.

Submit nominations online no later than August 30, 2010 at
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=RACC_
Call_for_Nominations.

By AHRA Staff
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CRA

Paperless Online CRA Renewal Now Available!

CRA renewal just got easier! In response to CRA requests for a
secure online way to renew, CRAs now have a way to do just
that.

The form and directions to use the two step online process are
available at www.CRAinfo.org under the “Renewal” tab. [CRAs
can track CEUs on the downloadable Adobe PDF form and,

when ready, submit the tracking sheet with the click of a
mouse and then pay the renewal fee securely online.

We still welcome CRA renewals on the MS Excel or write-in
forms and now either of these forms can also be combined
with the online payment system.

By AHRA Staff

CRA

The RACC Celebrates Successful Year
By Luis O. Marquez, FAHRA, CRA

The Radiology Administration Certification Commission (RACC)
has had a very successful year and has continued to broaden
the Certified Radiology Administrator (CRA) credential. We will
once again partake in the AHRA 2010 Annual Meeting &
Exposition in Washington, DC from August 22-26.

I had written in a past Link article about the sea of CRA ribbons
during the annual meeting and I look forward to seeing many
of my colleagues new and old proudly wearing their CRA rib-
bons. The RACC is proud to announce that during our June
2010 CRA exam, we had 74 new CRAs. This represented a pass
rate of 93.67% (79 exam takers).

During the past year, the RACC’s main priority was to revamp
and create a current CRA exam relevant to today’s principles.
The RACC also reduced the reference material utilized to create
a current and relevant exam. We currently have 719 CRAs and
an overall pass rate of 70.9% (since 2002).

The RACC also recognized the need for special pricing for indi-
viduals taking the exam between June 2010 to August 2010.
(See our website at www.cra.org for more details.)

The success of the CRA continues to be evident in job descrip-
tions recommending “CRA preferred.” We continue to have a
steady growth rate within the CRA credential; this is a strong
indication that we have traction within our industry.

We at the RACC look forward to seeing CRAs and future CRAs
at the AHRA annual meeting in a few weeks!

If you have any additional questions or recommendations,
please feel free to contact the commissioners of the RACC. Our
information is readily available on our website at
www.CRAinfo.org.

AHRA News

AHRA Board of Directors Election Results Are In!

AHRA’s online election for its board of directors closed
Wednesday, July 14, 2010. Turnout for the election was disap-
pointing, with only 347 voting members. We would like to
extend a special thank you to those members who did vote!
Your commitment to the future of the association is appreciat-
ed.

Without further ado, we present the newest members of the
AHRA Board of Directors:

2010-2011 President-Elect:
Luann Culbreth, CRA, FAHRA

Luann became a member of the AHRA in September 2002,
immediately becoming an active and involved member of the
association. Upon joining the AHRA, Luann earned her CRA
and was elected to the Radiology Administration Certification
Commission (RACC), where she served from 2003-2005, serv-
ing as vice chair in 2004. Luann’s involvement with the CRA
credential has gone far past her work on the RACC, to include
several presentations for the CRA ExamWorkshop. She was
instrumental in bringing the CRA ExamWorkshop to the high
level of information and learning we see today.

By AHRA Staff
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Luann is no stranger to presenting at the annual meeting. She
has been an annual meeting speaker every year since joining
the AHRA, with 2002 (the year she joined AHRA) as the only
exception. She has made numerous committee contributions
as well, including serving as an Annual Meeting Design Team
member from 2006-2008 and most recently serving as a direc-
tor on the AHRA Board. At the 2010 Annual Meeting she will
join the ranks of the AHRA Fellows.

Her contributions have been significant in shaping the associa-
tion and will continue to elevate the AHRA throughout her
presidency.

Luann is currently the executive director of imaging at Saint
Thomas Health Services located in Nashville, TN.

2010-2011 Directors:

David R. Fox, CRA
David has been elected to his second term on the AHRA Board
of Directors. David joined AHRA in 1997 and immersed himself
in the association’s volunteer activities. In 1999 and 2000,
David was part of the Member Greets a Member Program, and
in 2000 was part of the Product Review Team. David co-
authored two chapters of the 2007 Communication and
Information Management in Radiology textbook, wrote a
chapter for the 2004 Finance Management in Radiology text-
book, and conducted a peer review of the Human Resource
Management in Radiology textbook. David served as a mem-
ber of the Curriculum Committee in 2008. He received his CRA
credential in 2002. At this year’s Annual Meeting, David will be
presented with the AHRA Award for Excellence for excellence
and leadership as a medical imaging manager. David is the
assistant vice president of clinical and emergency services at
Baptist Health – Little Rock in Little Rock, AR.

Marci Paulk
Marci has been appointed by the AHRA Board of Directors to

serve the remainder of Luann Culbreth’s term. Marci joined
AHRA in 2005. Since then she has volunteered for the Partners
in Learning program, the Member Appeal Committee, and has
contributed articles for Link. Marci is currently an Annual
Meeting Design Team member and was part of the 2008-2009
Spring Design Team, Rapid Review, and theWebinar Design
team. Marci is the director of radiology at Fort Walton Beach
Medical Center in Fort Walton Beach, FL.

Ernie Stewart, CRA
Ernie has been elected to his second term on the AHRA Board
of Directors. Ernie joined the AHRA in 2001. Earning his CRA in
2002, Ernie has been an active member from the start. Ernie
served as an Annual Meeting Design Team member from 2005-
2007, and served as the Annual Meeting Design Team Chair in
2008. Ernie has written a number of articles for Link and in
2009 Ernie joined theWebinar Committee, quickly becoming
committee chair. Ernie is the current director, medical imaging
services at Baylor Health Care System – Baylor Medical Center
at Garland, located in Garland, TX.

Cathleen Story, CRA
Cathy joined AHRA in 1992. She has been very active with
Radiology Management, winning the 2004 Editorial Award
with co-author Sheila Sferrella for “The Impact of Tech Aides in
Radiology” (March/April 2004). In 2007, Cathy contributed to
the Communication & Information Management in Radiology
textbook. As an annual meeting speaker, Cathy presented
“PACSWorkflow in Motion” in 2005 and “DR in the ER: Saving
Time and Steps” in 2007. Cathy is currently the administrator,
diagnostic services at Lehigh Valley Health Network in
Allentown, PA.

The 2010-2011 Board of Directors will be formally installed dur-
ing the closing luncheon at AHRA’s Annual Meeting on
Thursday, August 26, 2010.

We look forward to another great year!

AHRA News

Contribute to Convention Daily and the Annual Meeting Blog!

AHRA’s Annual Meeting and Exposition is approaching fast!
Convention Daily and the Annual Meeting Blog are looking for
volunteers who are interested in writing short articles and tak-
ing photographs during the meeting.

Writers are needed to attend breakout sessions and write arti-
cles providing fellow attendees with brief synopses. Attendees
for all sessions are encouraged to write, especiallly workshops,
AHRA's CRA ExamWorkshop, Leadership in Imaging Nursing
Management Workshop, Patient Safety: Why, What, and How?,
Using Disc and Emotional Intelligence to Build Self Awareness
and Relationships, and The Inquiring Leader.

We also encourage attendees to submit their photos taken
during the meeting, for use in Convention Daily, the Annual

Meeting Blog, and on our Annual Meeting Flickr page.

AHRA members not attending the meeting will have online
access to Convention Daily as it is published, as well as up to
the minute updates via the Annual Meeting blog, so even
those unable to make it to DC will be able to keep up with the
AM goings-on!

If you are interested in contributing to Convention Daily and
the Annual Meeting Blog or would like further information,
please contact associate editor Emily Doutre at
edoutre@ahraonline.org.

To check out and subscribe to the Annual Meeting blog, visit:
http://ahra2010.wordpress.com/

By AHRA Staff
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By AHRA Staff

AHRA News

AHRA’s Medical Imaging Marketplace is Now Live!

AHRA has just launched the Medical Imaging Marketplace. This
tool will help you through the clutter of traditional search
engine results as you look for industry-related products. Easily
accessible from a link on the AHRA homepage, it enables you
to conveniently perform targeted searches for industry-related
products and services using either a user-defined keyword
search or an alphabetized directory search by product cate-
gories. Both methods produce the most industry-relevant
results on the web. Imagine blending a Google-style search

engine with the Yellow Pages and you have the Medical
Imaging Marketplace, the premier online supplier directory for
radiology administrators and managers.

We feel confident you will find the Marketplace a valuable tool
for researching, selecting, and purchasing the industry
resources you’re looking for. Please take a few minutes to visit
our vendor search by clicking on the link on our homepage
(www.ahraonline.org) and see how it can work for you.

AHRA News

Members in the News

Congratulations to Richard Lewis, CRA, who recently became
senior director, diagnostic services at the Hospital of Saint
Raphael in New Haven, CT.

Congratulations to the following members who were awarded
the Annual Meeting Scholarship:

Dana Allison
Jennifer Brase, CRA
Debra L. Clark, CRA
Luis O. Marquez, CRA,FAHRA
Michelle Nordland
Eleanor A. Richardson
Karen Stucker Rogers
Thomas Saladino, CRA
Jason Scott
Alan L.Wildman, CRA

The Annual Meeting Scholarship is awarded to loyal AHRA
members who have attended at least one previous Annual

Meeting and/or provided valuable volunteer service to the
association. If you are interested in volunteering with AHRA,
please click here:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Volunte
er_Opportunities

Congratulations go to Bill Ritchie, the winner of our 2010
AHRA Annual Meeting Dues for Life promotion. Bill registered
for AHRA’s Annual Meeting back in early June and his name
was randomly picked from those registered for the meeting by
July 31. Bill works as the vice president of outpatient services
at North Health in Louisville, KY.

Although the “Dues for Life” promotion is over, it’s not too late
to register for the AHRA Annual Meeting and Exposition, which
will be held August 22 - 26, at the Gaylord National Hotel and
Convention Center, right outside of Washington, DC. To learn
more about the meeting or to register, please visit us online at
www.ahraonline.org.

By AHRA Staff

AHRA News

The New AHRA Forum Is Here!

AHRA has launched a new online discussion forum. Building
upon the popularity of the AHRA List Server, the AHRA Forum
is the next incarnation of a members only discussion group. It
has new features, increased functionality, and incorporates a
searchable archive of 90,000+ messages brought over from the
List Server. Easily accessible, this networking tool enables real
time dialogue among imaging professionals through AHRA’s
website or via email. Users choose their subscription prefer-
ences:

If your subscription preference for the List Server was “mail”
(you received all messages via email), note that there is a NEW
email address to use when posting. If your subscription pref-
erence for the List Server was “nomail” or “digest” nothing will
change for you. If you were not a subscriber to the List Server,
this transition is a great time to begin talking to your col-
leagues!

Experience the new AHRA Forum for yourself. It has been
designed to save you time, optimize your online experience,
and guide you directly to the information you’re seeking.

By AHRA Staff
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-- Read the FAQs:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Forum_
FAQs
--Read the Guidelines:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Forum_
Guidelines
-- See top contributors
-- Search the archive:=

Visit the AHRA Forum today, and thank you for choosing AHRA
to provide the information you rely on to do your job better.
http://www.ahraonline.org/forum/discussion/infopage.cfm

Have trouble remembering your
www.ahraonline.org username/password?

Change either one in your member profile to make
it easier to remember.

AHRA News

In Every Issue

Check out AHRA’s Emeritus Status and DuesWaiver
Program

Are you leaving your job due to retirement or layoffs? Keep
your AHRA membership active through our Emeritus and Dues
Wavier programs.

Emeritus Status

In recognition of the loyalty and contributions of its long-
standing members, AHRA established an Emeritus status. In
order to be eligible for Emeritus status, an AHRA member must
have a total of 15 years of current AHRA membership at the
time of the request and no longer be employed in healthcare.

Individuals awarded AHRA Emeritus status may not vote or
hold elected office but may continue to provide volunteer
service to the organization.

Benefits of AHRA Emeritus status include:

Waiver of membership dues (Please Note: Annual renewal of
Emeritus status is required)
Access to the AHRA online membership directory
Subscription to AHRA’s monthly enewsletter, Link
Subscription to AHRA’s online List Server
Additional 10% discount off member prices for select AHRA
products (eg, books, surveys)
Waiver of conference or seminar registration at one AHRA con-
ference or seminar annually upon request
Reduced subscription fee (equal to half the regular subscrip-
tion rate) for Radiology M
~~~~~~~

New Members
The staff and members of AHRA warmly welcome the follow-
ing new members!

Brooke Bowman, Seven Lakes, NC
Peter-Jon Chin, Beaverton, OR
Joleen Dennison, Danbury, CT
Tammy Dorfman, Glen Allen, VA

Robert Ferreira, Franklin, TN
Jared Firestine, Cortez, FL
Sharon Griffis, Mims, FL
Patricia Gruenwald, Whitefish Bay, WI
David Hunt, Baltimore, MD
Linda Jenks, New Albany, IN
Rita Kavanaugh, San Mateo, CA
Bridget Lind-Graydon, Healdsburg, CA
John Messerschmidt, Hugo, MN
Dennis Nobles, Florence, SC
Tara Poston, Columbus, OH
Earlington Raynor, Devonshire, Bermuda
Glenda Redd, Dallas, TX
Carol Rumer, Ormond Beach, FL
Lynn Sadler, Lakeland, FL
Raina Sanford, Calhoun, GA
Michael Shea, Newton, MA
Lou Smith, Belpre, OH
Paula Smith, St. Petersburg, FL
Cheryl Taylor, San Diego, CA
Linda Ulasiewicz, Upper Arlington, OH
Mike Vickery, Sandusky, OH
Raul Villavert, Fountain, CO
MarilynWeed, Troy, AL
LeahWilhelmsen, Irving, TX
VaughnWilliams, Laurel, MD
JeffreyWright, Makawao, HI

Do you know someone who can benefit from an AHRA mem-
bership? Let us know! Send the contact information to our
membership department at
memberservices@ahraonline.org. If your referral joins, you’ll be
listed here as well!

~~~~~~~~~

Online Institute Feature

Webinar: Leading Operational Changes within your
Medical Imaging Department

Laurie Schachtner, MBA, RT(R)(M), CRA

By AHRA Staff



Provena Saint Joseph Hospital
Elgin, IL

As leaders, medical imaging managers need to become role
models of change for our organizations as well as for our staff
that we lead. In this session, the speaker will use some exam-
ples of recent department changes and describe how she
applied change management with these projects: implement-
ing voice recognition, full field digital mammography, working
with outside consultants and applying a reduction in force. The
presenter will describe the five major steps for implementing
change and discuss the human response to change both in a
positive and negative manner.

Click here to view this and other archived webinars, Quick
Credit articles, Professional Development Series textbook
chapters, and conference sessions, as well as to take the associ-
ated CE exams.
[http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=aw090
731info]

~~~~~~~~

From the Forum

Building upon the popularity of the AHRA List Server, the new
AHRA Forum is the next incarnation of a members only discus-
sion group. It has new features, increased functionality, and
incorporates a searchable archive of 90,000+ messages
brought over from the List Server. Easily accessible, this net-
working tool enables real time dialogue among imaging pro-
fessionals through AHRA’s website or via email.

Below is a recent discussion:

“For those of you doing CTAs, how is your radiologist paid
when they do CTAs in cooperation with the cardiologist?”

—Tanaine Hukill

Responses:
—Our radiologists do all the reads, do not share with the cardiol-
ogists.

— Same here. Radiologist perform the interpretation.

—Our radiologists read the noncardiac portion and the cardiolo-
gists read the cardiac piece. Our rads do the billing and pay the
cardiologist a predetermined amount per case.

—We have a contract between the rads and cardiologists. If the
cardiologist reads the study and the radiologist does an over-read
they split the pro-fee with the cardiologist (signing the report) get-
ting
slightly more than half the fee. We bill the studies globally and the
hospital pays the docs. Nobody is getting rich reading cardiac
CTAs.

— This is a major turf battle!! Our radiologists are doing all reads
on NM and CTAs.

— The rads have a contract with the cardiologist and the cardiol-
ogist pay the rads directly whatever the agreed upon fee was.

To read more of this conversation and for more information
about the AHRA Forum, visit:

http://www.ahraonline.org/forum/discussion/infopage.cfm
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